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Let's Get Ready for Christmas!Let's Get Ready for Christmas!Let's Get Ready for Christmas!

：Christmas is coming.A→→→→B：Christmas is coming.A→→→→B：Christmas is coming.

We can't wait.

Christmas is coming.

A B：We can't wait.A→→→→B：We can't wait.A→→→→B：We can't wait.

Christmas! Christmas!A&B：Christmas! Christmas!A&B：Christmas! Christmas!A&B：Christmas! Christmas!

：Let's get ready for Christmas.A&B：Let's get ready for Christmas.A&B：Let's get ready for Christmas.Let's get ready for Christmas.

：What's                  on the list ?A→B：What's                  on the list ?A→B：What's                  on the list ?What's                  on the list ?

A C                           t          .B：　A　C                           t          .B：　A　C                           t          .B：　A　C                           t          .

：　A tall green C                                       .A：　A tall green C                                       .A：　A tall green C                                       .

Let's            it        .

A tall green C                                       .

A B：Let's            it        .A→B：Let's            it        .A→B：Let's            it        .

Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!

What's                     on the list ?A→B：What's                     on the list ?A→B：What's                     on the list ?A B：What's                     on the list ?

:   L             s.B:　  L             s.B:　  L             s.B:　  L             s.

：Bright blinking strings of                s.A→B：Bright blinking strings of                s.A→B：Bright blinking strings of                s.A B：Bright blinking strings of                s.

：Let's           them        the tree.A→B：Let's           them        the tree.A→B：Let's           them        the tree.

Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!

What's                  on the list?A B：What's                  on the list?A→B：What's                  on the list?A→B：What's                  on the list?

B:　　O                       s.B:　　O                       s.B:　　O                       s.
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A：   Shiny colorful                          s.A：   Shiny colorful                          s.A：   Shiny colorful                          s.

Let's               them        the tree.A→B：Let's               them        the tree.A→B：Let's               them        the tree.A→B：Let's               them        the tree.

：Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!Yes, we did it!

：What's                     on the list?A→B：What's                     on the list?A→B：What's                     on the list?What's                     on the list?

:    A                  .B:    A                  .B:    A                  .B:    A                  .

：   A round                   with a big bow.A：   A round                   with a big bow.A：   A round                   with a big bow.

Let's               it         the door.

   A round                   with a big bow.

A B：Let's               it         the door.A→B：Let's               it         the door.A→B：Let's               it         the door.

Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!A&B：Yes, we did it!

What's                  on the list?A→B：What's                  on the list?A→B：What's                  on the list?A B：What's                  on the list?

:    S                      s.B:    S                      s.B:    S                      s.B:    S                      s.

   Big long socks for goodies.A：   Big long socks for goodies.A：   Big long socks for goodies.A：   Big long socks for goodies.

：Let's               them               the mantle.A→B：Let's               them               the mantle.A→B：Let's               them               the mantle.

:Yes, we did it!A&B:Yes, we did it!A&B:Yes, we did it!A&B:Yes, we did it!

What's                 on the list?A B：What's                 on the list?A→B：What's                 on the list?A→B：What's                 on the list?

B:     P                   s.B:     P                   s.B:     P                   s.

 Beautifully wrapped                       s for all.A：　 Beautifully wrapped                       s for all.A：　 Beautifully wrapped                       s for all.A：　 Beautifully wrapped                       s for all.

：Let's            them                  the tree.A→B：Let's            them                  the tree.A→B：Let's            them                  the tree.A B：Let's            them                  the tree.

A&B:Yes, we did it!A&B:Yes, we did it!A&B:Yes, we did it!
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A B：What's                        on the list?A→B：What's                        on the list?A→B：What's                        on the list?

:    C                           c          s.B:    C                           c          s.B:    C                           c          s.

   Heart-warming messages for friends.

:    C                           c          s.

A：   Heart-warming messages for friends.A：   Heart-warming messages for friends.A：   Heart-warming messages for friends.

Let's               them          .A→B：Let's               them          .A→B：Let's               them          .A→B：Let's               them          .

:Yes, we did it!A&B:Yes, we did it!A&B:Yes, we did it!:Yes, we did it!

：What's                     on the list?A→B：What's                     on the list?A→B：What's                     on the list?What's                     on the list?

   C                s            S            .A：   C                s            S            .A：   C                s            S            .A：   C                s            S            .

：   C                s            S              and carrots            Rudolf.A：   C                s            S              and carrots            Rudolf.A：   C                s            S              and carrots            Rudolf.

Let's leave a message.

   C                s            S              and carrots            Rudolf.

A B：Let's leave a message.A→B：Let's leave a message.A→B：Let's leave a message.

Yes, we are             !A&B：Yes, we are             !A&B：Yes, we are             !A&B：Yes, we are             !

:   We are ready, Mr. Santa.B:   We are ready, Mr. Santa.B:   We are ready, Mr. Santa.

:   Merry Christmas!A:   Merry Christmas!A:   Merry Christmas!A:   Merry Christmas!

：Merry merry Christmas to all.A&B：Merry merry Christmas to all.A&B：Merry merry Christmas to all.A&B：Merry merry Christmas to all.

Happy Holidays!A&B：Happy Holidays!A&B：Happy Holidays!A&B：Happy Holidays!


